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Abstract
This paper proposes a non-diffuse global illumination algorithm that is fast enough to be appropriate for inter-
active walkthroughs and general animations. To meet the severe performance requirements, we heavily exploit
coherence both in time and space, and use randomization to reduce the time and storage complexity. To speed
up convergence and to support animation, the approximation of the radiance is stored in object space as well.
However, in order to reduce the high memory requirements of such representations and to reduce finite-element
artifacts, we use just a random approximation, which fluctuates around the real radiance function. The direction
dependent radiance approximation is represented in a compact way, by four random variables per patch. The key
of performance is then to make the error, i.e. the variance of this compact approximation as small as possible. In
addition to main part separation, we apply a novel sampling scheme inspired by the Metropolis method to achieve
this goal. In this algorithm light transfers are computed by both local and global methods using ray bundles and
with the support of the graphics hardware. We conclude that both local and global approaches fail to efficiently
compute all types of transfers, thus cannot be used alone. However, with the aid of multiple importance sam-
pling, the merits of the two light transfer methods can be combined resulting in an algorithm that is robust and
fast enough for animations. On the other hand, ray bundles, especially global ones, can update the illumination
quickly when objects move, since they can efficiently identify which light paths became invalid.

Keywords: Global illumination, animation, walkthrough,
stochastic iteration, finite-element techniques, Monte-Carlo
methods

1. Introduction

Animations can be classified as camera animations, also
called walkthroughs5, when only the camera moves, and as
general animations when even objects are allowed to change
their properties. Walkthroughs are simpler to compute since
if we had the radiance function, they would only require us
to identify the points visible from the new eye position and
to obtain their radiance. However, the radiance is also a func-
tion of the viewing direction if the surfaces are non-diffuse,
thus the explicit representation of this radiance function is
usually not feasible 3. General animations are even more dif-

ficult to render, since all properties, even light source inten-
sity, may change in time.

Making global illumination fast enough to be appropriate
for walkthrough and general animations is one of the most
important challenges of rendering. To reach this goal, we can
either try to increase the computation speed to a level that
rendering from scratch takes just a fraction of a second, or
we may exploit not only object space and view space coher-
ence 9, 8 but also time coherence, and recompute only those
parts of the illumination, which became invalid 7, 14, 30, 3, 4.

Taking into account the amount of computation required
by the global illumination solution, the first approach is fea-
sible only if we have huge computational power provided by
a parallel system and/or we use simplifications 33, 15. On the
other hand, coherence allows interactive rendering even on a
single computer. This paper proposes an algorithm that falls
into this second category.
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Coherence methods make the errors correlated. Some-
times it is an advantage since it can reduce dot noise and
flickering. However, coherence can also have disadvantages,
and can result in artifacts such as light leaks, for exam-
ple. Due to time coherence the highlights and shadows may
follow the movement of the objects with a noticeable de-
lay. Such problems should be avoided by smart application
of coherence, such as by good quality or adaptively subdi-
vided meshes, continuous directional functions 25, and ele-
gant heuristic strategies to locate discontinuities 33. Concern-
ing the problems of time coherence, we need a mechanism
that quickly updates the changed illumination.

If we use random walks to transfer the light, we face the
problem of slow convergence and of the task to figure out
which walks are affected by these object movements. A brute
force approach would regenerate all paths from scratch 33.
Alternatively, pioneer paths can also be selected to find the
changes. Then the algorithm recomputes only those walks
which are close to the pioneer paths reporting changes 13.

Adapting the solution to the continuously evolving envi-
ronment is somehow natural in iteration approaches 2, 27. In
iteration the solution of the previous frame is supposed to
be the initial value of the iteration, which will converge to
the required solution with the speed of a geometric series.
However, we should pay a high price for this remarkable
convergence in terms of storage space, which becomes really
prohibitive if the surfaces are non-diffuse, not to mention the
visible artifacts of finite-element approximations.

To attack these problems, we propose an iteration algo-
rithm with a novel random radiance approximation scheme
that uses finite-element decomposition just in the spatial do-
main. The directional variation of the radiance is represented
randomly, which requires just a few variables per patch, but
provides a low variance estimate. Thus the proposed method
is mesh based with continuous but random directional radi-
ance representation. Due to the low variance random repre-
sentation, the convergence rate of the iteration is preserved
in the initial phase of the computation. The smaller random
variations are eliminated by the slower Monte-Carlo quadra-
ture computing the radiance only for the view directions of
the patches.

Even the geometric convergence is too slow at parts of
the scene where the radiance changes considerably during
an animation sequence. Thus in our approach we follow a
combined strategy, which is basically an iteration, but when
objects move, it switches to a special mode, which removes
previous transfers that have become invalid and introduces
new ones as fast as possible.

2. Simulation of the light transport

In order to solve the global illumination problem, the light
transport should be simulated. If the radiance estimate is rep-
resented by function L(�y,ω′), then the light transport pro-

duces a single reflection of the radiance function, which is
obtained by applying operator T :

Lr(�x,ω) = T L(�y,ω′) =
∫
Ω

L(�y,ω′) · fr(ω′,�x,ω) · cosθ′�x dω′,

where �y is the point visible from �x at direction −ω′, Ω is
the directional sphere, fr(ω′,�x,ω) is the bi-directional re-
flection/refraction function, and θ′�x is the angle between the
surface normal and direction −ω′ at�x.

Since the light traverses the space along straight lines, the
simulation requires the generation of lines to identify the
points between the light is transported. There are many dif-
ferent possibilities for this line generation. Lines can be ob-
tained deterministically or randomly as in Monte-Carlo algo-
rithms. Monte-Carlo methods randomize the light transport
operator, and apply a random operator T ∗ that gives back
the effect of T in the average case:

E[T ∗L] = T L.

Iterating a random transport operator makes the sequence
not convergent. The radiance functions of the subsequent it-
eration steps will fluctuate around the real solution. How-
ever, the average of the iterated values will converge to the
limiting value of the iteration of the original light transport
operator 27. It is not efficient to average the whole radiance
function, since that would require its representation by finite-
elements. Instead, averaging can be executed in image space,
i.e. we compute the average of image estimates obtained
from the fluctuating radiance sequence. Then pixel color P
is obtained as an average of the estimates of all iteration steps

Pn =
1
n
·

n

∑
k=1

MLk =
1
n
·MLn +

(
1− 1

n

)
·Pn−1,

where M is the measuring operator associated with this
pixel.

When iterating the original light transport operator, then
the nth iteration step introduces the nth bounce of the light.
A single stochastic iteration step, on the other hand, has two
effects. In addition to generating the first estimate of the nth
bounce, it also refines the estimates of all transfers of shorter
lengths. Monte-Carlo algorithms take many samples and ap-
proximate the expected value as the average of these sam-
ples. It means that stochastic iteration requires much more
iteration steps, especially if the variance caused by the ran-
dom transport operator is high.

Random transport operators transfer the radiance between
randomly sampled points connected by lines. The method
may produce individual lines or a bundle of lines of certain
similarity. Working with bundle of lines can exploit the co-
herence of the scene and can thus significantly increase the
computation speed. The formation of bundles depends on
what kind of similarity can be taken advantage of, and what
kind of operations are supported by the hardware. For exam-
ple, hemicube based radiosity algorithms consider lines with
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the same origin and passing through a regular grid. The first
intersection of these lines can be computed by the z-buffer
hardware. Parallel ray-bundles can transfer the radiance of
all points of the scene parallel to a random direction. The vis-
ibility needed by this parallel transfer can also be computed
efficiently by incremental algorithms. Even if conventional
ray-shooting is used, it is worth computing simultaneously
those lines which visit the same nodes of the space partition-
ing data structure 17. Realizing that current processors can
execute four floating point instructions concurrently, it also
seems advantageous to always follow four nearby lines 34.

Finally, line generation can also be classified according to
the strategy of finding the starting point and its direction vec-
tor. Local line methods find the starting point of the half-line
first, then they obtain the direction of the line. Tracing a ray
into this direction will identify the other point of the transfer
as the first intersection. An alternative is the global line ap-
proach 24, 22, 27 which samples the two points simultaneously.

There have been many discussions about the compara-
tive advantages of the different algorithms, but no method
can be claimed to be the best. This is not surprising since
each method has advantages and disadvantages in certain
situations. Thus instead of insisting on a given technique,
it is worth combining several of them, in a way that the ad-
vantages are preserved. Such quasi-optimal combination of
Monte-Carlo sampling techniques is offered by multiple im-
portance sampling 31. Suppose that we use different sam-
pling methods, and sample z can be computed by method
m with probability density pm(z). Assume also that method
m is applied with probability Pm. Multiple importance sam-
pling proposes to divide the integrand samples by the aver-
age probability, i.e. by

d(z) = ∑
m

Pm · pm(z) (1)

no matter which particular strategy generated the sample.

In our approach we use a combination of local and global
bundles of rays (figure 1). The global method samples two
interacting points simultaneously by a bundle of rays par-
allel to a random direction 22, 27. The local method selects
one point first, then partner points are sampled for the first
point by a perspective ray-bundle. Although perspective ray-
bundle transfer has proven to be effective in the hemicube
method of deterministic diffuse radiosity, its application in
Monte-Carlo algorithms is non trivial since it results in “cor-
ner spikes” (see section 2.2). In order to eliminate the draw-
backs, a novel combination strategy is proposed that is based
on multiple importance sampling.

In the next sections the elementary global and local meth-
ods are reviewed, then we discuss their combination.

2.1. Method 1: Parallel ray-bundle tracing

Parallel ray-bundle tracing transfers the radiance of all
patches parallel to a randomly selected global line of di-

parallel ray-bundles perspective ray-bundles

Figure 1: Elementary methods to be combined

rection ω′ in each iteration cycle 27. The random transport
operator is:

T ∗
1 L = 4π ·L(�y,ω′) · fr(ω′,�x,ω) · cosθ′�x.

where�y is the point visible from�x at direction −ω′.

If the orientation is sampled uniformly, then its proba-
bility density is p(ω′) = 1/4π, thus the expectation of the
random transport operator gives back the effect of the light
transport operator T L.

It is straightforward to extend the method to be bi-
directional, which transfers the radiance not only into direc-
tion ω′, but also to −ω′. Note that this does not even require
additional visibility computation. When working with bi-
directional rays, the probability measure is changed to 1/2π.
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transillumination buffer

Figure 2: Organization of the transillumination buffer

The radiance transfer needs the identification of those
points that are mutually visible in the global direction. In
order to solve this global visibility problem, a window is
placed perpendicular to the global direction (figure 2). The
window is decomposed into a number of pixels. A pixel
is capable of storing a list of patch indices and z-values.
The lists are sorted according to the z-values. The collec-
tion of these pixels is called the transillumination buffer22.
The patches are rendered one after the other into the buffer
using a modified z-buffer algorithm which keeps all visible
points not just the nearest one. By traversing the generated
lists the pairs of mutually visible points can be obtained. For
each pair of points, the radiance transfer is computed and the
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average irradiance I caused by this transfer is stored at each
patch:

I =
2π ·δP

Ai
·∑

P
Lin(P),

where P runs on the pixels covering the projection of patch
i, Ai is the area of this patch, Lin(P) is the radiance of the
surface point visible in pixel P in iteration step n−1, and δP
is the area of the pixels. Note that the cosine term of the ren-
dering equation is compensated by computing the integrand
on the window instead of patch Ai. The radiance estimate in
the direction of the eye is computed from the irradiance mul-
tiplying it with the BRDF taking into account the incoming
and viewing directions. The average of these estimates re-
sults in the radiance in the direction of the eye on each patch.
The final image is then rendered by Gouraud shading using
the z-buffer hardware.

In the next iteration step, when the new direction is avail-
able, the irradiance is multiplied by the BRDF, resulting in
a random estimate Lrr of the reflected radiance (superscript
rr stands for the random reflected radiance). Currently, this
algorithm is executed by the main processor, but the pixel
shader implementation seems to be also feasible.

Parallel ray-bundle tracing samples point pairs indepen-
dently of their radiance, making it possible to trace about
two million rays in a single step. On the other hand, if the
radiance distribution is heterogeneous, this can be ineffec-
tive, since most of these rays transfer just negligible illumi-
nation. This problem is inherent in all global approaches and
is usually solved by applying a first shot 6, 29. The first shot
computes the reflection of small light sources, which are the
primary causes of the inhomogeneous illumination, then re-
places them by their first reflection. It means that parallel
ray-bundles compute only the indirect illumination. How-
ever, in general animations when all objects and the light
sources may move, this approach is not feasible since it
would require the first shot step to be repeated in each frame.
So we do not use the first shot here.

2.2. Method 2: Perspective ray-bundle shooting

Perspective ray-bundle shooting chooses a single patch ran-
domly and sends its radiance from one of its randomly se-
lected points towards all directions 1.

If patch j is selected with probability p j and point �y on
this patch with uniform 1/Aj probability density, then the
random transport operator is

(T ∗
2 L)(�x,ω) =

Aj

p j
· v(�x,�y) ·L(�y,ω′) · fr(ω′,�x,ω) ·

cosθ′�x · cosθ�y

|�x−�y|2 ,

where ω′ points from �y to �x, and v(�x,�y) is the mutual visi-
bility indicator, which is 1 if the two points are visible from
each other and zero otherwise.

The points visible from �y can be found by placing five
window surfaces that form a hemicube around �y, and then
using the z-buffer algorithm to identify the visible patches
through these windows. Note that this is similar to the fa-
mous hemicube approach of the diffuse radiosity problem 10.
In fact, perspective ray-bundle shooting requires the vertex-
patch form factors that can be computed by the hemicube.

As in parallel ray-bundles, the incoming radiance
weighted by the point-to-point form factor are averaged on
each patch, resulting a single irradiance value. In order to al-
low averaging the radiance values from different directions,
we assume that the patches are small, and the directions to-
wards the different points of the patch are approximately par-
allel. The radiance estimate from the camera is computed in
the same way as discussed in the previous subsection. The
only difference is that now the incoming directions are not
the same on all patches, thus a direction value should also be
stored on each patch.

According to importance sampling, it is worth setting the
selection probability proportional to the integrand. Unfor-
tunately, this is just approximately possible, and the patch
selection probability is set proportional to the total power
radiated by a given patch. If the light is transferred on sev-
eral wavelengths simultaneously, the luminance of the radi-
ated power should be used. Thus the selection probability of
patch j is:

p j =
L(Φ j)

∑iL(Φi)
,

where L is the luminance of a spectrum, and Φ j is the spec-
tral power of patch j. This way importance sampling can
mimic the radiance of the source patch, but not the geomet-
ric factor between the source and the receiver. The geomet-
ric factor is inversely proportional to the square distance of
the source and the receiver, thus is responsible for very high
variation when the patches are close, for example around
the corners (middle image of figure 3). This kind of “corner
spikes” cause difficulties in many, otherwise very effective,
shooting-type global illumination algorithms 33.

2.3. Combination of the ray-bundle based strategies

So far, we introduced two different random radiance trans-
fer methods that use different sampling probabilities. Both
of them are good for particular light transfers. Parallel ray-
bundles are effective if the scene consists of patches of simi-
lar radiance, while perspective ray-bundles are good if one or
several patches are much brighter than the others (note that
these bright points are selected with much higher probabil-
ity by perspective ray-bundle shooting). On the other hand,
parallel bundles are accurate for transferring the radiance of
close points, while perspective bundles for distant points.
The reason is that parallel ray-bundle tracing uniformly sam-
ples the direction, and the probability that two surface ele-
ments see each other in a given direction decreases with their
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distance. For perspective ray-bundles, the selection proba-
bility of two surface elements is independent of their dis-
tance. Thus a pair of close points is sampled by parallel ray-
bundle tracing with higher probability than by perspective
ray-bundle shooting. Thus dense scenes and corners can be
rendered in a better way by parallel ray-bundle transfers.

Note that in figure 3 the image obtained with parallel bun-
dles and without applying the first shot is generally worse
than the image computed by perspective bundles, but par-
allel bundles do not introduce annoying bright spots at the
corners.

In order to get the best of these two techniques, we com-
bine them with the balance heuristic of multiple importance
sampling, which requires the sampling densities of both
techniques.

Parallel ray-bundle tracing samples the direction with a
uniform density, i.e. the probability of generating a direction
in dω to find a partner point�y from point�x is

p1(ω) ·dω =
dω
2π

.

For perspective ray-bundle shooting, the probability that
the shooting point is in differential area d�y of patch j is

p2(�y) ·d�y =
L(Φ j) ·d�y
A j ∑iL(Φi)

,

where Φ j is the power of patch j and Aj is its area.

In order to apply the concept of multiple importance sam-
pling, we have to solve the problem that different methods
formulate the light transport with different integrals. Parallel
ray-bundles use directional integrals while perspective ray-
bundle shooting applies surface integrals. According to the
formula of differential solid angles

dω =
d�y · cosθ�y

|�x−�y|2 ,

directional integrals can also be converted to surface in-
tegrals, so the probability densities used by the discussed
methods to sample a point �y to shoot at point �x are the fol-
lowing:

p1(�y) =
cosθ�y

2π · |�x−�y|2 , p2(�y) =
L(Φ j)

Aj ∑iL(Φi)
.

At each iteration step we decide randomly whether a per-
spective ray-bundle or a parallel ray-bundle will transfer the
radiance of the scene, then the results are combined with
multiple importance sampling. The probabilities of the two
methods are P1 and P2, respectively (P1 + P2 = 1). Accord-
ing to equation 1 the divider of balanced heuristic becomes:

d(�y) = P1 ·
cosθ�y

2π|�x−�y|2 +P2 ·
L(Φ j)

Aj ∑iL(Φi)
.

When parallel ray-bundles are used, this weight should be

multiplied by d�y/dω = |�x−�y|2/cosθ�y in order to replace
the density of surface points by the density of directions:

d(ω) = P1 ·
1

2π
+P2 ·

L(Φ j)
Aj ∑iL(Φi)

· |�x−�y|2
cosθ�y

.

Let us interpret these results. When a perspective ray-bundle
transfers the light in the combined method, the integrand of
the rendering equation, i.e.

v(�x,�y) ·L(�y,ω′) · fr(ω′,�x,ω) ·
cosθ′�x · cosθ�y

|�x−�y|2 ,

is divided by d(�y) instead of its own sampling density p2(�y).
The integrand can be very large if the two points �x and �y
are close, which is not compensated by the original density
p2(�y), resulting in high variance around the corners. How-
ever, thanks to parallel transfers, the combined density in-
cludes a similar |�x−�y|2 factor, thus the corner spikes can
be eliminated. On the other hand, when parallel bundles are
used alone, the variance is caused by the variation of the
source radiance. This error is also reduced in the combined
method, since we divide the transfer by d(ω), which includes
the source radiance thanks to the probability density of per-
spective transfers.

The optimal selection of P1 and P2 depends on how homo-
geneous the radiance is in the scene (we used P1 = P2 = 0.5
to render figure 3). It is worth setting the probability of
perspective bundles high at the beginning of the algorithm
and letting parallel ray-bundles refine the roughly distributed
light energy. On the other hand, parallel ray-bundles force all
patches to communicate, thus they can be efficiently used to
detect changes during the animation.

In figure 3 the images computed with parallel (without
first shot) and perspective ray-bundles can be compared with
the result of the proposed combination method. Note that
the combination algorithm can preserve the merits of both
techniques and results in the most accurate image using the
same computation time.

3. Random representation of the radiance

The discussed methods sample the radiance function in each
step and obtain a new function. The radiance is a four vari-
ate function and usually has high variation. Our goal is to
avoid the complete representation of this function, because
that would pose prohibitive memory requirements. The sur-
faces are tessellated to patches, but the directional sphere
is not decomposed to discrete solid angles. Instead we can
store the irradiance of the last transfer (i.e. the incoming ra-
diance estimate multiplied by the cosine of the incoming
angle) and a direction on each patch. The irradiance is the
average of the irradiances caused by the elementary rays hit-
ting this patch in the given transfer, and the representative
direction approximates the directions of the elementary rays
(this approximation is exact in parallel transfers, but has a
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Parallel Perspective Combined

Figure 3: Comparison of stochastic iteration using parallel (left), perspective (middle) ray-bundles and the combination of the
two methods (right) using the same computation time (5 secs)

small error for perspective bundles, which is negligible if
the patches are small).

For those patches that are not hit by rays, the irradiance
of this iteration step is zero. From the irradiance In and in-
coming direction ωin

n of iteration step n, the random approx-
imation of the reflected radiance of the patch in an arbitrary
direction ω can be obtained as

Lrr
n (ω) = In · fr(ωin

n ,ω).

Examining the Lrr
n (ω) sequence, we can note that it has a

high fluctuation since its elements are zero or very small
when the patch is not the target of a transfer or the incom-
ing direction is not the preferred direction of the BRDF, but
when it is lucky enough to be hit by rays from the preferred
direction, then it gets a larger contribution.

The variance of the whole method can be reduced if the
fluctuation of this sequence is decreased. The general idea
is to replace sequence In by another sequence, which is
smoother but still results in the correct reflected radiance
when averages are calculated. We use a combination of two
techniques. The first is based on the main part separation
28, 19 and the second applies random acceptance and rejection
according to Metropolis Sampling 21. We should note that
Metropolis sampling is used differently than in the Metropo-
lis Light Transport algorithm 32. Instead of sampling light
paths proportional to their carried luminance, our objective
is to develop a random representation of the directional radi-
ance, which fluctuates around the real radiance. Metropolis
sampling is used to control the samples in this fluctuating
sequence, with the objective of keeping the luminance of the
random radiance close to its average.

The first method separates the constant main part of the
reflected radiance, which is replaced by its average. Let us
store the directional average of the reflected radiance in vari-

able Ld
n in each patch computed as

Ld
n =

1
n
·

n

∑
k=1

Ik ·
a(ωin

k )
π

=
1
n
· In ·

a(ωin
n )

π
+

(
1− 1

n

)
·Ld

n−1,

where a(ω) is the albedo of the material. Note that this main
part is computed not only from the last transfer but from the
average of all transfers that happened so far. We can take
advantage of the fact that the main part is independent of
the outgoing direction, and is valid for all directions. Thus a
better (i.e. lower variance) sequence of the reflected radiance
is

Lrr
n (ω) = Ld

n + In ·∆ fr(ωin
n ,ω).

where ∆ fr is the difference BRDF

∆ fr(ωin
n ,ω) = fr(ωin

n ,ω)− a(ωin
n )

π
.

If we separated the BRDF to diffuse and specular terms in-
stead of a/π and the difference BRDF, then the main part
would be the diffuse reflection. This diffuse term, however,
would be different from a radiosity solution since it would
also incorporate the diffuse reflection of specular transfers.

The main part separation reduces the general fluctuation
but the variation of the transfers represented by the differ-
ence BRDF still remains high in the sequence. Unfortu-
nately, we cannot use the same trick of averaging here, since
this term does depend on the outgoing direction ω, which
will change from iteration cycle to iteration cycle. Either
a finite element representation of the reflected radiance is
needed, or we should store all incoming directions and ir-
radiance values. Both approaches have prohibitive memory
requirements.

The second variance reduction technique solves this prob-
lem without requiring additional variables. We shall still
store a single incoming direction and irradiance per patch
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in addition to the main part, but the incoming direction and
the irradiance will not necessarily come from the last trans-
fer (figure 4).

ω in
I

Ld Lr

Figure 4: Random representation of the radiance

This method reduces the fluctuation by replacing a ran-
dom sequence by another sequence of “similar samples”.
During the transformation zero samples are ignored, large
samples of the original sequence will be scaled down and
small samples will be scaled up. To measure the “size” of
a sample, the luminance of the reflected irradiance is used.
Since the reflection direction, i.e. the direction of the future
transfers, is not known, a directional average is computed,
which replaces the difference BRDF by its albedo ∆a(ω).
The “size” of a sample consisting of an irradiance value I
and direction ωin is then L(I∆a(ωin

n )).

The transformation should not distort the expected values
computed from the sequence, thus a scaled down value will
appear more times in the new sequence. Scaling proportional
to the “size” of the samples makes the luminance of the re-
flected radiance estimates similar:

In
L(In∆a(ωin

n ))
·Cn, where Cn =

1
n
·

n

∑
k=1

L(Ik∆a(ωin
k )).

The average computed from the transformed sequence
will be correct if we can guarantee that Im is expected to ap-
pear L(Im∆a(ωin

m))/Cm times. A sampling scheme that can
produce samples proportional to L(Im∆a(ωin

m)) is based on
random acceptance and rejection similar to Metropolis sam-
pling 18.

Suppose that before iteration step n, the irradiance and
the incoming direction of an earlier step m are associated
with a given patch. At each iteration step the new irradi-
ance In is compared to the stored irradiance Im. The new
sample replaces the old one randomly, proportional to the
ratio of their “sizes”. If L(In∆a(ωin

n )) is greater or equal
than L(Im∆a(ωin

m)), then the new irradiance and its incom-
ing direction will replace Im and the stored incoming di-
rection in the random representation of the radiance. How-
ever, when L(In∆a(ωin

n )) is smaller than L(Im∆a(ωin
m)),

the new irradiance is accepted randomly with probability
L(In∆a(ωin

n ))/L(Im∆a(ωin
m)). According to the basic idea

of Metropolis sampling this random acceptance happening
with the ratio of the “sizes” results in a sequence of samples
where the probability of obtaining a sample is proportional
to its “size”.

When combined with the separation of the main part, the
improved sequence of reflected radiance estimates is

Lrr
n (ω) = Ld

n +
Im ·∆ fr(ωin

m ,ω)
L(Im∆a(ωin

m))
·Cn.

where Im is the irradiance accepted most recently.

In order to establish importance sampling for perspective
ray-bundles, the luminance of the patches should also be
known. The computation of the powers from the irradiance
values is also straightforward, the irradiance values should
be multiplied by the albedos a(ωin) of the patches. The lu-
minance of the power of a patch of area A is

L(Φ) =
(
L(Le)π+L(Ld)π+Cn

)
·A.

Finally, we emphasize that only the main part converges,
but sequence Lrr

n (ω) will fluctuate around the main part for-
ever. However, this does not pose any problem since the im-
age is obtained as the average of the image estimates of sub-
sequent iteration steps. Thus Monte-Carlo integration hap-
pens in image space, while we maintain a random, but low
variance radiance estimate in object space. The final result
will be the sum of the main part converging in object space
and the average camera contributions of the fluctuating part,
which converges in image space. The random radiance esti-
mate stored in object space speeds up the iteration and sup-
ports animation as well.

4. Radiance updates in walkthrough animation

We proposed a random representation of the object space
radiance. Since these values, including main part radiance
Ld , irradiance I, incoming direction ωin and scaling value
C, are independent of the camera, they remain valid when
the camera moves. When the camera moves, the new visible
radiance values of the patches are set to

Leye(ω) = Le(ω)+Ld +
I ·∆ fr(ωin,ω)
L(I∆a(ωin))

·C.

This is a low variance estimator, especially if the surface is
just moderately glossy or the source of the illumination is
concentrated, thus even this initial value is quite close to the
real visible radiance. Then, iterating further, a new image
is computed as an average of the random estimates. Initial
flickering can be reduced if the iteration is started from a
weighted average of the previous and the new visible radi-
ance values.

Figure 5 shows two displayed images and a temporary re-
sult of a walkthrough animation. This scene consists of 27
thousand patches having both diffuse and specular reflec-
tions. The wardrobe, which is the most specular object in this
scene, has the following material properties: (0.3,0.3,0.4)
diffuse albedo on the wavelengths of R, G, B, 0.45 wave-
length independent specular albedo, and the shininess of the
Phong-like BRDF is 28. The probabilities of the parallel and
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old camera position after changing moving the camera iterating further

Figure 5: The left and right images show two frames of a walkthrough animation. The middle image is not seen by the user, but
demonstrates the effect of just changing the camera location but not allowing time for the iteration to adapt to the new situation.
Note that the algorithm needed a few iterations to correct the highlights.

perspective transfers were 0.3 and 0.7, respectively. Note the
slight difference between the middle image obtained after
changing the camera and making a single iteration, and the
right image taken after performing more iterations to get a
converged image. This small difference shows that the pro-
posed random radiance representation is quite accurate in
glossy scenes. This approach allows 3 frames per second
walkthrough on a 2GHz P4 computer if only three iterations
are performed in each frame. Since the error in subsequent
frames are highly correlated, the error due to the small it-
eration number is not noticeable for the user. Thanks to the
spatial finite-element representation, there is no dot noise,
and the frame rate is practically independent of the image
resolution (we rendered the images at 800×800 resolution).

5. Radiance updates in general animation

In general animations objects may move and the emission of
the light sources may change, which modifies the rendering
equation. At the beginning of a frame the scene is repre-
sented by rendering equation L = Le +T L, and the approxi-
mation of its solution is available. Because of the changes of
object properties, the new situation is described by a new
light transfer operator Tnew and a new emission function
Le

new in the next frame. The new radiance function Lnew will
be the solution of the updated rendering equation:

Lnew = Le
new +TnewLnew.

Theoretically, we could continue the iteration with the new
light transfer operator supposing the previous solution as the
initial value, and the radiance will converge to the new so-
lution. However, this is often not fast enough in animation
sequences. Shadows may be visible in their old position for
a few seconds. In order to avoid this, when objects move,

we switch to a special iteration mode to quickly correct the
radiance where it changed significantly.

Let us denote the difference of the new and the old radi-
ance functions by ∆L = Lnew−L. Subtracting the old version
of the rendering equation from the new one, we obtain:

∆L =
(
Le

new −Le +TnewL−T L
)
+Tnew∆L

We get an equation for ∆L, which is formally similar to the
original rendering equation with the following light source
term

Le∗ = Le
new −Le +TnewL−T L.

It means that the same iteration algorithm can be contin-
ued to compute the change of the radiance function with
this modified light source term. In order to work with the
new light source term, the radiance transfer of each iter-
ation cycle should be computed twice. First, placing ob-
jects at their original positions, the original radiance is trans-
ferred with negative sign (i.e. term −T L of Le∗ is com-
puted). Then, having moved the objects to their new posi-
tions, the new radiance is transferred with positive sign (i.e.
TnewL+Tnew∆L = Tnew(L+∆L) is calculated).

These double transfers quickly update the illumination ac-
cording to the new situation and after a few iterations, the
shadows and highlights are moved to their new positions. At
the end of this special iteration phase, the computed ∆L in-
crements are added to the stored radiance representation (i.e.
to the main part and to the scaling factor). In order to further
refine the results, the algorithm switches back to the normal
stochastic iteration scheme and iterates according to formula
Le

new +TnewLnew.

Figure 6 shows two displayed images and temporary re-
sults of an object animation. The scene consists of 20 thou-
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sand patches. The stripes of the egg have (0.1,0.2,0.7) and
(0.8,0.04,0.04) diffuse albedos, 0.14 specular albedo, and
the shininess values are 9 and 11, respectively. The rabbit’s
diffuse albedo is (0.16,0.19,0.63), the specular albedo is
0.15, and the shininess is 9. The animation speed depends on
the number of special iterations made to update the radiance.
We have found that 10 iterations provide good images, which
results in 1.5 frames per second. In interactive applications,
however, users require a prompt response from the system,
thus accuracy should be traded for speed. This is possible if
the iteration number in the update cycles is reduced.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we proposed a random radiance representa-
tion scheme and an animation approach that can exploit both
space and time coherence. This representation includes just
a few values per patch, so the storage requirement is modest.
The required storage is close to the need of a diffuse radios-
ity algorithm, although the proposed method is also good
for glossy scenes. If the surfaces are not highly specular, the
variance caused by the randomization is small due to the ap-
plied main part separation and the application of Metropo-
lis sampling to maintain a constant luminance. Thus we can
get the fast initial convergence of finite-element based it-
eration methods without their prohibitive memory require-
ments. The stochastic iteration algorithm used combines two
random radiance transport methods based on multiple im-
portance sampling. This novel combined strategy preserves
the advantages of local and global light transfers, and elimi-
nates the corner problem of local shooting and the necessity
of the first shot of global sampling. The combined method
is able to render moderately complex glossy scenes with
the speed required by interactive systems. The application
of parallel and perspective ray-bundles not only resulted in
an effective global illumination algorithm, but proved to be
really powerful to detect where the radiance function should
be updated in an animation sequence.

Highly specular surfaces pose problems for this approach
since they increase the variance of the random radiance
representation and require higher tessellation levels to re-
construct the quickly changing radiance in the highlights.
Fortunately, stochastic iteration applying bundles performs
well on scenes containing a lot of patches until the raster-
ization and the radiance transfer through the pixels of the
buffers are the bottlenecks of the computation, and not the
geometric transformations. The rasterization time does not
change if the patches are tessellated further, and the num-
ber of required iterations depends on the variation of the ra-
diance function and not on the number of patches. On the
other hand, the spatial finite-element representation elimi-
nates the objectionable dot-noises, reduces the flickering of
other Monte-Carlo algorithms and makes the algorithm prac-
tically independent of the image resolution.
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old after moving the object

end of adaptation continuing the iteration

Figure 6: The first and last images show two frames of an object animation rendered at 1 frame per second on a Pentium 4,
2GHz computer. The two other images are not seen by the user, but demonstrate the roles of the adaptation phase.
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